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1 Introduction – dimensions 
The following section illustrates the standard ways common features are dimensioned. More 

information about dimensioning (and some examples from this exercise) you can find in (Gide, 2016). 

a) A circle is dimensioned by its diameter and an arc by its radius using a leader line and a note or linear 

dimension. Diameter dimensions of solid parts, such as a cylinder, are given as a linear dimension. 

A diameter dimension is preceded by the symbol ， and a radial dimension is preceded by the symbol 

"R”. On older drawings, you may see the abbreviation "DIA” placed after a diameter dimension and 

the abbreviation “R” following a radial dimension. Fig. 1 illustrates the diameter and radius dimensions. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Diameter and radius dimensions 

 

b) The depth of a blind hole is specified under the hole’s diameter dimension and is the depth of the 

full diameter from the surface of the object. Fig. 2 illustrates how a dimension for a blind hole (i.e., a 

hole that does not pass completely through the object) is given. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Dimensions a blind hole. 
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c) If a hole goes completely through the feature and it is not clearly shown on the drawing, the 

abbreviation "THRU” follows the dimension. 

d) If a dimension is given to the centre of a radius, a small cross is drawn at the centre. Where the 

centre location of the radius is unimportant, the drawing must clearly show that the arc location is 

controlled by other dimensioned features such as tangent SU aces. Fig. 3 shows several different radius 

configurations. 

 

Fig. 3. Dimensions radial features. 

e) A complete sphere is dimensioned by its diameter and an incomplete sphere by its radius. Aspherical 

diameter is indicated by using the symbol a spherical radius by the symbol "SR” Fig. 4 illustrates the 

spherical diameter and spherical radius dimensions. 

 

Fig. 4. Dimensioning spherical features. 

f) Solid parts that have rounded ends are dimensioned by giving their overall dimensions (see Fig. 5). 

If the ends are partially rounded, the radii are also given. For fully rounded ends, the radii are indicated 

but the value is not given. This is because the width of the part is two times the radius. 

 

Fig. 5. Rounded ends.  
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f) Slots are dimensioned by giving their overall dimensions or by giving the overall width and the 

distance between centres as shown in Fig. 6. The radii are indicated but the value is not given. This is 

because the width of the slot is two times the radius.  

 

Fig. 6. Slots. 
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2 Exercise 1 
Indicate the size of the following features using appropriate feature dimensions and symbols. 

 

Fig. 7. Indicate the size.  
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3 Exercise 2 
Below is shown the front and top view of a part (Fig. 8). Consider the hole and cylinder features of the 

part when answering the following questions.  

• Which view is considered the circular view, and which is considered the rectangular view?  

• Looking at just the top view, can you tell the difference between the hole and the cylinder?  

• Why do we dimension the diameter of the cylinder in the rectangular view? 

 

Fig. 8. Circular and rectangular views. 
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4 Exercise 3 
Indicate the size of the subjects in Fig. 9 using appropriate feature dimensions and symbols. 

 

Fig. 9. Solid parts and slot. 
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5 Introduction – manufacturing threads 
Before proceeding with a description of how to draw screw threads, it is helpful to understand the 

manufacturing processes used to produce threads. More information about threads (and some 

examples from this exercise) you can find in (Gide, 2016) 

To cut internal threads, a tap drill hole is drilled first and then the threads are cut using a tap. The tap 

drill hole is a little bigger than the minor diameter of the mating external thread to allow engagement. 

The depth of the tap drill is longer than the length of the threads to allow the proper amount of threads 

to be cut as shown in Fig. 10. There are approximately three useless threads at the end of a normal 

tap. A bottom tap has useful threads to the end but is more expensive than a normal tap. If a bottom 

tap is used, the tap drill depth is approximately the same as the thread length. 

To cut external threads, you start with a shaft the same size as the major diameter. Then, the threads 

are cut using a die or on a lathe. For both internal and external threads, a chamfer is usually cut at the 

points of engagement to allow easy assembly. 

 

Fig. 10. Manufacturing screw threads. 

 

5.1 Simplified representation 
In the simplified representation, the screw threads are drawn using visible and hidden lines to 

represent the major and minor diameters. Line choice depends on whether the thread is internal or 

external and the viewing direction (see Fig. 11 through Fig. 13). Simplified threads are the simplest and 

fastest to draw. This method should be used whenever possible. If screw thread tables are not available 

for reference, the minor diameter can be approximated as 75% of the major diameter. 
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Fig. 11. Simplified representation of external threads. 

 

Fig. 12. Simplified representation of internal threads. 
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Fig. 13. Simplified representation of internal threads cut on a blind hole. 

 

5.2 Introduction – thread description 
Metric threads are identified, in a thread note, by “M” for Metric thread form, the or diameter followed 

by a lower case "x", pitch, tolerance class, whether the thread is right or left-handed, and thread depth 

(internal only) as shown in Fig. 14and Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 14. Examples of metric thread notes. 
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The following is a list of components that should be included in a Metric thread note. More information 

about the thread (and some examples from this exercise) you can find in (Gide, 2016). The first three 

components (Metric form, major diameter, and pitch) should be included in all thread notes and the 

depth of thread should be included for all applicable internal thread notes. The other components are 

optional and are only used if additional refinement is needed. 

1. Metric Form: Placing before the major diameter indicates the Metric form.  

2. Major Diameter: This major diameter is the largest diameter for both internal and external.  

3. Pitch: The pitch is given in millimetres per thread. 

 

 

Fig. 15. Metric thread note components 

4. Tolerance Class: The tolerance class describes the looseness or tightness of fit between the 

internal and external threads. The tolerance class contains both a tolerance grade given by 

a number and a tolerance position given by a letter. In a thread note, the pitch diameter 

tolerance is stated first followed by the crest diameter tolerance if it is different. The crest 

diameter tolerance is the tolerance on the major diameter for an external thread and the 

tolerance on the minor diameter for an internal thread. Two classes of Metric thread fits are 

generally recognized. For general purposes, the fit ‘6H/6g’ should be used. This fit is assumed 

if none is stated. For a closer fit, use ‘6H/5g6g’  

a.  Tolerance Grade: The tolerance grade is indicated by a number. The smaller the 

number the tighter the fit. The number “5” indicates good commercial practice. The 
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number “6” is for general purpose threads and is equivalent to the thread class “2” 

used for Unified National threads. 

b. Tolerance Position: The tolerance position specifies the amount of allowance and is 

indicated by a letter. Upper case letters are used for internal threads and er case 

letters for external threads. The letter “e” is used for large allowances” and ‘G’are used 

for small allowances and ‘h’ and ‘H’ are used for no allowance 

5. Right-handed or left-handed thread: Right-handed threads are indicated by the symbol “RH” 

and left-handed threads are indicated by the symbol “LH." Right-handed threads are assumed 

if no note is stated.  

6. Depth of thread: The thread depth is given at the end of the ad note and indicates their 

depth for internal threads, not the tap drill depth.  
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6 Exercise 1 
Identify the screw thread features using the preceding definitions as a guide. 

 

7 Exercise 2 
Identify the different components of the following metric thread notes: 

 

Fig. 16. Indicate the size. 
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8 Technical writing  
Technical writing - This is the writing used to describe technical drawings. The purpose of using 

a technical letter is to standardize the description of technical documentation. Technical text 

parameters such as character shape, font size, spacing between characters, font pitch, line thickness 

are normalized. For more information check the website (Technical Writing, 2021). 

The Polish standards regulating the principles of technical writing include PN-ENISO 3098-0: 

2002Technical documentation of the product - Letter: Almost the same rules are used in ISO and ANSI 

standards. . Please print the below pages and write the letters using a pencil. 

Write below letters: 

 

 

9 Exercise to do 
Write all letters and numbers in the block for technical lettering. The deadline is the 30th of April 2023. 

 

Fig. 17. Technical lettering.  
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